
Resolution Video Retrieval Kit  
If you can see it, you can collect it... 

RESOLUTION VIDEO 
Acquire | Analyze | Advance   

Digital video evidence is everywhere. It captures every move and can prove extremely valuable to 
law enforcement investigations. The problem is there are so many types of digital video recorders 
and no standard for retrieving video evidence from those recorders. These digital video recorders 
can be so complicated that investigators sometimes leave their video evidence behind.  
With the Resolution Video Retrieval Kit, you will never leave a scene again without video 
evidence! 

Everything You Need, All In One Place 
The Resolution Video Retrieval Kit contains all the critical items you need 
on the scene to retrieve video evidence from a digital video recorder: 
CDs, DVDs, USB Flash Drives, Video Recorder, Scan Converter, and all 
the necessary cables and connectors. Collect the best evidence, every 
time! 

Small and Extremely Portable 
With the Resolution Video Retrieval Kit, all your tools are neatly 
organized and readily available. The Kit weighs less than 10 lbs and 
measures 14.5" x 11.5" x 6.5" making it easy to take on the road and 
bring on the scene. Outfit an entire crime scene unit, property crime unit, 
and violent crime unit with the Kit and know that video evidence is being 
collected. 

The Guide for Collection 
Also included in the Resolution Video Retrieval Kit is a manual with 
step-by-step instructions on how to retrieve video evidence. Graphics 
held guide the user through what to look for on a digital video recorder 
system menus and which tools to use in the Kit. At the end of each 
section a list of troubleshooting steps to consider are listed for problems 
with those difficult DVRs.  
 

Order Your Kit Today 
The Resolution Video Retrieval Kit is available today for $1,990. Discounts are available if you order 
multiple units or include the purchase of a Kit with any of our Digital Video Evidence Recovery 
workshops available in Bellevue, WA, Brooklyn, NY or Denver, CO. Or contact us today to learn 
more about customized training available on the retrieval of video evidence for your agency! We can 
design a workshop specific to your agency's personnel, policies, and available equipment. 
To order the Resolution Video Retrieval Kit online today, click here! 

Retrieval Kit Manual Excerpt 
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Retrieval Kit 
By 

Resolution Video 
$1,990 

Optical Discs 
CD-R, DVD-R 

Rewritable Optical Discs 
CD-RW, DVD-RW 

USB Flash Media 

Secure Digital (SD) Media 

Analog Video Recorder 

Scan Converter 
VGA / DVI to Composite / SVideo 

Crossover Cable 
RJ45 

USB Mouse 

Cables and Adapters 

Step-by-Step Guide 


